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Abstract
Digitalisation is an important driver of the digital economy. The COVID-19 pandemic further accelerates the adoption of digital technology. Having huge data of clients, suppliers, investors, collaborators, and other business contacts expose companies to cyber threats and attacks. Several regulators such as the Security Exchange Commission (SEC) in the US requires public listed companies to disclose information related to cybersecurity risks. This study aims to explore how Malaysian listed companies reveal information related to cybersecurity in their annual reports. In addition, it also attempts to determine the themes or nature of these disclosures and to assess the disclosure levels. Using a content analysis, this study examined forty-nine annual reports from four sectors. It discovers that most companies disclose information related to cybersecurity under eight (8) common sections: governance and leadership, risk management and internal control, key risks and opportunities, management report, sustainability statement, organisational capital, external environment, and performance review. Furthermore, it suggests that these voluntary disclosures are mostly related to eight (8) themes: Data Protection Act, Data Security and Data Integrity, Cyber Threats and Risks, Cybersecurity Assessment, Focus and Priority, Optimisation, Enhanced and Investment, Policies and Artificial Intelligence. Even though most of these disclosures are at the basic level, there are a few companies with comprehensive disclosure on cybersecurity. The research findings provide valuable insights into voluntary disclosures related to cybersecurity among Malaysian listed companies.
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Introduction
Transforming businesses into digitalised business models is no longer an option to business entities as it is crucial for their current and future survivals. Digitalisation is an important driver of the digital economy. The COVID-19 pandemic further accelerates the adoption of digital technology. Commerce processes have become easier, faster, and scalable with electronic processing of orders, personal and banking information, and seamless access to information. Acknowledging its importance, the Malaysian government has launched the MyDigital initiative in the year 2021. This initiative reflects the country’s long-term strategies
up to the year 2030 to reap the benefits of the digital economy, while safeguarding against its risks (Economic Planning Unit, 2021). One of the main challenges to successfully achieve the objectives of these strategies is cybersecurity. In the MyDigital initiative, the government highlights the importance of strengthening the cybersecurity ecosystem and ensuring that the public and businesses are aware of the importance of security in cyberspace.

Digitalisation of business models with its advances in information technology brings in unprecedented risks and threats of cybersecurity incidents to all companies (US Securities and Exchange Commission, 2018). Having huge data of clients, suppliers, investors, collaborators, and other business contacts may expose companies to cyber threats and attacks. Data fraud and cyber-attacks are among the top 10 risks to economic stability and social cohesion highlighted in the World Economic Forum (World Economic Forum, 2021). These risks could potentially disrupt business operations as well as the integrity of financial reporting. Thus, few regulators such as the Security Exchange Commission (SEC) require public listed companies to disclose cybersecurity risks. The SEC increased its scrutiny of public companies’ disclosures of such hazards and their cybersecurity policies, processes, and controls to address cyber risks. Two most disclosed cybersecurity risks are risk of service or operation disruption and risks of data breach (Gao et al., 2020).

A clear and effective reporting to stakeholders, particularly the shareholders is one of five recommended proactive measures which demonstrate that the board of Malaysian companies are fulfilling their duties related to cybersecurity. These duties are to ensure that positions and actions on cybersecurity are well in place. The introduction of integrated reporting (IR) has changed the landscape of traditional financial reporting. Financial reports are no longer about past financial performance and position but more towards future oriented prediction and value creation. IR is expected to address some limitations of the financial statement, particularly being insufficient to reflect how values are created within the company. Upon the recommendation of the Securities Commission of Malaysia, Malaysian Institute of Accountant (MIA) established the Integrated Reporting Steering Committee in 2014. IR revolves around five key important areas which consist of materiality assessment, risk disclosure, consistency and comparability, internal and external factors impacting the business and the value creation business model. To consider global development in IR, Malaysia also collaborated with other ASEAN countries such as Singapore and Philippines. The collaboration was also to factor in the unprecedented pandemic COVID-19 that affected the way businesses were executed worldwide (Aucky Pratama, 2021). Many companies in Malaysia opt for integrated reporting despite it being non-mandatory.

Current business environment forces companies to integrate technology into their business models. Digital tools and technologies bring many benefits such as speed up business processes and boost productivity. However, companies face higher risks due to cyber threats. This will also put stakeholders’ stake at greater risks. As part of investors’ relation and communication, companies need to make voluntary disclosures related to cybersecurity. Users such as investors rely on descriptive information to gauge and analyse the future prospects of their investments. Unfortunately, not much is known about the nature and types of information relating to cybersecurity being disclosed in the annual reports. Annual reports could be a valuable source of descriptive information to users but not many studies investigate how they are providing necessary information to understand cybersecurity issues among Malaysian companies. This study aims to fill up this gap by exploring how Malaysian listed companies report information related to cybersecurity in their annual reports. In addition, it also attempts to determine the themes or nature of these disclosures and to
assess the disclosure levels. It shall provide insights into how Malaysian listed companies present information related to cybersecurity in their annual reports. Moving forward, digitalisation becomes the necessities for business entities. Hence, as part of demonstrating management’s accountability to the stakeholders, cybersecurity should be voluntarily disclosed in the annual reports. This study contributes by providing recent evidence on what and how much have been disclosed by Malaysian companies. Such findings are useful to many users such as investors, financial analysts, financial institutions, suppliers of long-term funds, regulators, and Malaysian authorities.

Literature Review
Digitalisation and Cybersecurity
Fast development of Internet of Things or IoT has made major companies shift their main businesses into digitalisation through IoT. IoT can be defined as a system of interrelated computing devices with the ability to transfer data over a network without human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction (Gelenbe et al., 2018). It can be seen through the combination of traditional supply chain and IoT. This combination has led to the introduction of Cyber-physical system (CPS) to increase the efficiency of supply chain between organization and all interested parties such as supplier and the public (Humayed et al., 2017; Chandok & Singh, 2017; Kane et al., 2020). The rapid development of IoT also resulted in the development of new applications to capture, store, and protect data and the increase demand for a new level of protection for applications. However, the emergence of those applications also comes with threats (Brown, 2019). Companies nowadays need to focus more on securing their data due to increasing threat to cyber fraud and repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic (Ma & McKinnon, 2021). This threat not only affects big companies but also Small and Medium Enterprise (SME). SMEs also has become constant targets of cyber-attacks Gerard Hoberg & Lewis (2017) which forced SMEs to shift their focus from improving systems to protecting businesses from cyber-attacks (Whitehead, 2020).

Protection against threats brought by the development of IoT is known as cybersecurity. The development of cybersecurity is not new (Healy & Palepu, 2001; Warner, 2012) and the increasing cases of frauds and threats has made it a main priority for companies (Gcaza et al., 2017). Cybersecurity can be defined as the protection and preservation of confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) of information in the realm of cyberspace (IEC 27032/IEC 27032, 2012). Based on Warner (2012), there are three categories of threats towards cybersecurity namely human vulnerabilities, hardware vulnerabilities and software vulnerabilities. The protection of data has become more important than previous years and resulted in companies increasing their security over data from outside threats including internal threats (Ebert et al., 2019). Companies spending on cybersecurity measures also increase from time to time because of the increased cyber threats. Most companies believed that their spending on cybersecurity will keep increasing in the future (Kissoon, 2021).

Voluntary Disclosures
Embong (2014) defined corporate disclosure as a process of providing information to either internal or external users in making business decisions. Based on literature, corporate disclosure research focuses on either mandatory or voluntary disclosures (Bamber et al., 2010; Embong, 2014). Voluntary disclosures can frequently be seen in annual reports under sections of corporate features such as corporate size, board composition, listing status (Braam & Borghans, 2014; Bamber et al., 2010), strategic, financial, corporate social responsibility, and employee’s information (Embong, 2014).
Voluntary disclosure may reduce information asymmetry and further lower a company’s litigation risk as the more information being disclosed, the more credible, trustworthy, and persuasive the information (Healy & Palepu, 2001). Voluntary disclosure on digitalisation allows companies to make unique disclosures, which enable them to ‘tell their own story’ but at the expense of the comparability aspects (Shan & Troshani, 2021; Troshani et al., 2015). Shan & Troshani (2021) has found that by implementing digital corporate reporting technology among US firms will enhance value relevance. Lalević Filipović et al. (2018) explored information technology (IT) literacy of financial reporting in the local government of Montenegro and found that the use of websites is not mandatory, and the local government has very low transparency. Nurunnabi & Hossain (2012) examined the progress of voluntary disclosure on internet financial reporting in Bangladesh. With a sample of 285 listed companies, only 33.34% of companies disclosed voluntary information in the annual reports and these companies were all non-family owned and being audited by big audit firms. Based on Bamber et al. (2010), voluntary disclosures may enhance a company’s ability to convey information on company performance and governance to external users. Oluwagbemiga (2014) also discovered that high levels of voluntary disclosure effectuate firms’ higher performance as it provides investors with better information to make investment decisions. Burns et al. (2017) discovered that tone textual disclosures in the annual reports provide narrative disclosures that reduce information asymmetry. Therefore, they help investors to predict company performance for the next accounting period. Tran et al. (2021) provide further evidence that supports the effects of voluntary disclosures on the ability of financial statements to summarise firms’ values.

However, looking from informational perspectives, voluntary disclosure can damage a company’s competitive position (Bamber et al., 2010). Tran et al (2021) reveal that the narrative disclosures in the annual report reflect remarkable signals of company prospects in emerging markets, it will not be in favour the management. Lakshan et al. (2021) studied the future-oriented information that is required by the Integrated Reporting (IR) Framework and indicate that they may lead higher inherent risks related to uncertainties and predictions. They suggest several ways to overcome this such as making non-specific predictions, increasing the accuracy of estimation, ensuring specific employees achieve the agreed targets, reporting explanation on previous unachieved targets, and linking those predictions with company’s risk management procedures. Furthermore, Shan & Troshani (2021) find that when digital corporate reporting technology is being implemented among Japanese firms, there is no difference in value relevance of reported information. Financial reports also have been questioned for its relevance to provide specifically on future-oriented information to the stakeholders (Lakshan et al., 2021).

Integrated Reporting
History of integrated reporting (IR) started in the early 2003 by a Denmark company. Since then, the demand for IR from users proves its impact on adding value to the existing financial report. IR is probably the future of the current financial statements. It is about communicating the strategy, governance, performance, and prospects that lead to the creation of value over the short, medium, and long-term. After 7 years, international IR committees were formed in England and Wales, which was participated by regulators, investors, companies, standard setters, the accounting profession, and NGOs worldwide. In December 2013, the first IR was published and until January 2021, the committees had gone through consultations with 1,470 individuals in 55 jurisdictions.
Rinaldi et al (2018) argue that IR is still at an early stage. Nevertheless, this area has been one of the growing research areas in accounting. Even though generally accepted and enforceable standards for IR are not yet available, companies are aware of its importance. They continue to incorporate IR in their report. Rinaldi et al (2018) suggest that IR can be divided into 5 journeys which are generation, elaboration, championing, production, and impact. Hameed & Rahman Ahmed (2020) indicate that from 2017 to 2019, small companies in Bahrain have moved towards preparing IR even though it is not yet mandatory. Furthermore, the study found out that larger companies tend to provide more comprehensive integrated reporting. IR is still on a voluntary basis too in Malaysia (Mohammed et al., 2020). Companies face many challenges to incorporate IR in the annual reports. Mohammed et al (2020) claim that there was a lack of understanding and lack of guidance on how to prepare the IR. However, many companies agreed that IR can improve their relationship with the stakeholder and suggested that IR must be made mandatory in Malaysia (Mohammed et al., 2020).

Cybersecurity Voluntary Disclosures

In the current context of the real business environment, millions of transactions are exercised across the globe without interference of physical market and tangible assets or services with the existence of digital technology embodied at the fingertips. There is a relevant loss to the existing accounting and reporting system if no significant changes are modified on the existing accounting practices to react to the current development of the digital economy. The new formation of financial reporting could increase the transparency of business and create a new dimension of business reporting to provide more insight by making reliable information on financial reports publicly available (Kulikova & Mukhamezyanov, 2019).

Current studies revealed that 87% of Dutch public listed companies disclosed cybersecurity related information in their annual reports even though there is no mandatory legal requirement to disclose such information. However, some of the strategic entities such as some Dutch banks and employment companies which are highly vulnerable to cybersecurity incidents did not disclose significant cybersecurity strategies and measures to overcome the operational risk and threats related to their nature of business (Eijkelenboom & Nieuwesteeg, 2021). This will give a negative signal to the shareholders and other stakeholders about the sustainability of the business prospect in the future especially the threat and risk of cybersecurity issues faced by the business. The transparent disclosures related to cybersecurity such as the capital investment acquired to overcome the threat and relevant strategy to face the cybersecurity issues are important to provide strong confidence on the prospect of future businesses.

Corporate governance plays a vital role to govern the entities. Complying with the relevant codes of corporate governance helps to ensure the sustainability of the business. The urgency of corporate governance practices among the publicly listed companies is to respond to the major corporate scandal in early 2000s. However, due to the current business environment, the business switch to the technological based entity, the information aspect of corporations including the cybersecurity governance, artificial intelligence governance and cloud governance need to be strengthened (Thuraisingham, 2020). Due to the exponential data administered by the entity, most of the corporations are migrating their data, software, and processes to cloud storage. Therefore, the entity needs to govern their cloud data by using appropriate policies and procedures integrated with its cyber strategies to avoid any risk associated with cybersecurity. The deployment of current technologies to mitigate the
cybersecurity risk could give a positive impact on the prospect of future business performance.

The voluntary disclosure of digitalisation-related information is considered an intellectual capital disclosure to investors to make relevant capital investment decisions. According to Ricci et al. (2020), the company with a good reputation on corporate responsibility (CR) strengthens the relationship between disclosure level of digitalisation with stock market valuation. Hence, the significant investment on digitalisation and proactive effort on corporate responsibility to society would increase firms’ stock value and maximise the shareholders’ wealth.

The significant effects of the digitalisation could catalyse the transition towards sustainable manufacturing practices among the multinational businesses. The smart and green technology embedded in the digitalisation platform could address the tremendous challenges of endangered climate change and planet biodiversity. Thus, it will contribute to the increase in humans’ health wellbeing and towards building a sustainable society in the future (Mondejar et al., 2021). Based on a study conducted by Del Río Castro et al. (2021), there is a positive outlook on added value brought by the digitalisation of future business sustainability through digital ecosystem and environment. According to D’amico et al. (2021), the digitalisation initiatives implemented by the municipalities of Kaunas, Flanders region, Proto, The Hague, and Oslo in the European Union intended to increase the efficiency of the circularity of urban metabolic flows. The digitalisation practices involved the monitoring stations for water and energy consumption, installing digital cameras for traffic flows, disseminating information through web-based platforms and setting up tracking sensors for public transport.

Malaysian listed companies voluntarily disclosed some information related to their journeys in adopting digital tools and technologies (Zeranski & Sancak, 2020; Ibrahim et al., 2021). They basically describe their digitalisation initiatives in the year 2020 and their plans and strategies related to transforming their businesses into digital business models. Therefore, it is also important for companies to inform their stakeholders about their cybersecurity matters. This study attempts to investigate how Malaysian companies voluntarily disclose information about how they address cybersecurity in the annual reports.

Research Methodology and Methods
This paper used a qualitative approach where it analysed data from the annual reports. As it was designed to assess how Malaysian listed companies voluntarily disclosed information related to cybersecurity in the annual reports, content analysis was used to gather the required data. The study population was all listed companies on the Bursa Malaysia. Four sectors were selected based on the four sectors that were most likely to be affected by cybersecurity. These sectors were technology, media and telecommunications, consumer products and services, and energy.

A purposive sampling technique was utilised where companies that met three predefined conditions were selected. First, the 2020’s audited published annual reports were made available at their website and second, the word ‘cybersecurity’ was disclosed somewhere in the annual reports. Third, a company was from one of the four sectors. There were forty-nine (49) companies that met the required conditions and hence, they were selected as the study sample. The number of companies was nineteen (19) from consumer products and services, seven (7) from energy, ten (10) from technology and thirteen (13) from media and telecommunications sectors. The annual reports for the year
2020 were downloaded and then analysed using ATLAS.ti 8 in order to achieve the research objectives. Four researchers were assigned with the data collection task. Each researcher was responsible to collect the annual reports and code the data using the ATLAS.ti 8 for one sector. A standardised codebook designed by the principal researcher was utilised. The coding was developed based on a pilot study from a smaller sample. ATLAS.ti 8 was used to organise and analyse the documents. The analysis and coding focused on three areas related to the research questions: disclosure sections, the themes or nature of the disclosures, and the assessment of the disclosures.

Discussion of Results and Findings
This section presents and discusses results related to the research objectives. The first research objective was to explore how Malaysian companies disclosed information related to cybersecurity in their annual reports. The second objective was to examine the themes or nature of these disclosures and the third objective was to assess the disclosure levels.

Preferred Sections for Cybersecurity-related Disclosures
Figure 1 and Table 1 presents results related to the first objective. Figure 1 shows eight common sections companies used to present information related to cybersecurity. These sections were labelled as sustainability statement, governance and leadership, key risks and opportunities, external environment, management report, risk management and internal control statement, organisational capital, and performance review.

![Figure 1: Preferred Sections for Reporting Cybersecurity in the Annual Report](image)

Table 1 shows the frequency of disclosures related to cybersecurity by Malaysian companies for each of the eight sections across the four sectors. The most common section based on frequency was governance and leadership. Reviewing and monitoring risks including cybersecurity risks are part of board of directors’ responsibilities (Thuraisingham, 2020). This might explain why many companies’ disclosures related to cybersecurity were included in the governance and leadership section. The second most preferred section was risk management and internal control.
Table 1: Preferred Sections for Reporting Cybersecurity in the Annual Report (frequency)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Consumer Products &amp; Services</th>
<th>Energy Technology</th>
<th>Media &amp; Telecom.</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability Statement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance and Leadership</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Risk and Opportunities</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Environment</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Report</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Mgt. and Internal Control Statement</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational Capital</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance review</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>58</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
<td><strong>45</strong></td>
<td><strong>68</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third section that companies used to provide information related to cybersecurity is the section on key risks and opportunities. Digitalisation brings greater opportunities. However, it also increases companies’ cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Companies disclosed their approach in cybersecurity risk management, including identification of cyber threat as risk drivers and key business scenarios. The next highly used section is a management report. Acting as an agent, management is responsible to ensure the principal’s investment is well-managed and safeguarded. Reporting on how and what management has done to monitor and minimise cyber threats may enable companies to ‘tell their own story’ Shan & Troshani (2021) in dealing with cybersecurity. Maintaining clients’ trust and loyalty is crucial for a company’s survival. Hence, disclosures related to cybersecurity is also reported in the sustainability statement. Doing business today means ensuring a client’s peace of mind through data security and privacy is essential for the business consideration. In the sustainability statement, many companies disclosed that their employees’ skills and knowledge in handling cybersecurity issues were continuously updated. The other three sections that this study found were organisational capital, external environment, and performance review. However, these three sections were not being used by majority companies to disclose information related to cybersecurity.
Table 2: Preferred Sections for Reporting Cybersecurity in the Annual Report (percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Consumer Products &amp; Services</th>
<th>Energy Technology Media &amp; Telecom.</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability Statement</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance and Leadership</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Risk and Opportunities</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Environment</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Report</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Mgt. and Internal Control Statement</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational Capital</td>
<td>nil%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance review</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 illustrates the popularity of the eight sections commonly used by Malaysian listed companies in percentage. Hence, the same discussion of results related to Table 1 applies here. For example, 27% of information related to cybersecurity were reported in governance and leadership section. It was the most used section for energy and media and telecommunication sectors. The second most used section is the risk management and internal control statement which reflected 22% of the total observations/counts. However, this section was the most used section for companies from consumer products and services sector.

The Themes or Nature of Cybersecurity-related Disclosures

The annual report from four different industries has been analysed and scrutinised for their disclosures on cybersecurity to identify common themes of the disclosures. Based on our pilot analysis, the themes can be divided into eight (8) themes which are Data Protection Act, Data Security and Data Integrity, Cyber Threats and Risks, Cybersecurity Assessment, Focus and Priority, Optimisation and Enhanced Investment, Policies and Artificial Intelligence.
Table 3 shows the percentage for each theme across the four sectors. The following paragraphs further discuss our findings based on the total percentage for each theme. Most of the cybersecurity-related disclosures pertained to cyber threats and risks. The next most common theme was security and data integrity, policies, and cybersecurity assessment.
Table 3: The Themes for Cybersecurity-related Disclosures (percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Consumer Products &amp; Services</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Media &amp; Telecom.</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Protection Act</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security &amp; Data Integrity</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Threats &amp; Risks</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity Assessment</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus/Priority</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimise Investment</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cyber Threats, Risks and Cybersecurity Assessment

Table 3 shows that 25% and 15% of cybersecurity disclosures is related to cyber threats and risks and cybersecurity assessment respectively. Therefore, these themes are the most common themes for disclosures on cybersecurity, representing 40% of the whole disclosure counts. Rapid advancement in technology has shifted the cyber threats landscape all over the world. It must not be seen as insignificant because the company must ensure the business continuity will not be affected by cyber threats. In addition, the company must always protect the workers and its customers from any unnecessary risk in the cyber world. As companies move towards digitalisation, companies are also exposed to greater cybersecurity risk. Companies disclosed that most of the major threats of cybersecurity risk are ransomware, phishing, hacking, data leakage including data damages and internal threats. Companies recognize cyber threats and include the risk as one of their major business risks to be continuously reviewed to secure their IT system.

Based on the disclosures on cybersecurity, most of the companies recognise the cybersecurity threats and risk by implementing IT Security Policy, Cybersecurity Framework, End User Policy and Access Management based on the ISO 27001 certificate. The policy and framework introduced by the companies aim to secure the companies’ information system and increase customer confidence in participating in online activities with the companies. Companies also provide training and create awareness among their staff to build a strong IT security culture. Additional safety measures such as security logging monitoring programs to monitor all network activities by staff to detect any anomalies are also being implemented to increase the safety of the company’s IT system. This also ensures only staff that has access to related sections has the access and avoid any data breach.

Companies also set up a cybersecurity team for detecting potential cyber-attack, mitigating and continuously conducting security assessment to ensure their IT systems are resilient towards cyber threats. The team is responsible for making sure that companies’ IT
systems are secured from cyber-attack when staff are working from home in the era of digitalisation and COVID-19 as well as protecting customer data. Protecting company’s data from cyber theft, data corruption and customer data has been recognized as top priority by the management. To ensure the safety of the data, companies continuously review their IT Systems by implementing the latest Antivirus Systems and Firewall systems from their Cybersecurity team recommendations.

Data Protection Act & Security and Data Integrity
In comparison to other business themes, Data Protection Act and Security and Data integrity represent 6% and 16% of the total counts of disclosures-related to cybersecurity respectively. Digitalisation causes companies to give heed to security challenges. When companies adopt digitalisation in their marketing, business processes, products, and many other aspects of businesses, they must assure stakeholders that they do consider data protection and technological advances to secure the digitalisation initiatives. Voluntary disclosures on cybersecurity are a practical way to communicate this to stakeholders, particularly the investors. Some companies reported that cybersecurity is strictly important as it is governed under Malaysian Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (“PDPA”) which requires protection of data privacy for customers, employees, and business partners. Companies disclose that they align cybersecurity initiatives with other guidelines and standards like NIST1 Framework, AICPA/CICA2 and CMMI3 Privacy Maturity models. There are companies who established systems like Information Security Management System (“ISMS”) ISO/IEC 27001:2013[1], Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard v3.2.1 and continuously benchmark their security programme based on industry’s best practices. This acts as important and relevant safeguards with latest security control to overcome any emergence of cyberattacks and threats. Some companies had established new company policies such as Group Data Privacy Policy, “Digital Trust 2020” into “Digital Trust and Resilience – DT&R2023” and created new privacy teams to enhance cybersecurity controls like Cybersecurity Advisory.

When we analysed data security and data integrity disclosures in annual reports, we discovered some companies had set up special teams or committees to specifically monitor and supervise data security management practices. However, we also found that there were some companies that engaged with external consultants to conduct assessments of their systems and to react to any cyberattacks and threats. Most companies intensified their ability to identify, prevent, detect, and respond to data security threats in a prompt period by conducting tests and simulation. In addition, they assessed systems’ capabilities to overcome any cybersecurity risk like real-time threat monitoring, alert analysis and response, crisis simulation testing, crisis simulation game on cyberhacking, vendor risk assessment, Message Blast Test, and Call Tree Test.

Apart from conducting rigorous assessment tests to check the vulnerability of the system security, most companies acted proactively by sending their employer to privacy awareness training such as supplier’s privacy training, mandatory cybersecurity awareness training, scenario-based learning on phishing, mobile security and everyday security training as well as performing simulations to assess employees’ resilience knowledge and general awareness. Besides, companies designed alternative drives to elevate data security and integrity such as protecting hardware and software, reducing third party risk through Supplier Code of Conduct, securing customer’s data confidentiality, performing security audits, setting up protection on data privacy breaches, firewall and perimeter security, placing control on active virus and safeguarding confidential information from external hackers.
Focus/Priority

Next, we observed the other two common themes were focus and priority (13%) and policies (16%). Companies disclosed that cybersecurity continued to be a strong focus in 2020. They implemented several initiatives to minimise key risks which includes operational, technological and cybersecurity related risks. Special budgets were allocated to invest in the latest technology and infrastructure to ensure business and operations were adequately supported. Companies were also consistently improving their network security to minimise the threats of cyber-attacks, data theft and information leakage. Employee training related to digital security was also one of the focused areas. Companies provided information about cybersecurity awareness workshops such as those conducted by technology companies. Their IT experts facilitated the complimentary workshop to drill participants to raise awareness among clients and partners on cybersecurity. These workshops provided many benefits. For example, enhanced employees’ and vendors’ cybersecurity and privacy awareness, knowledge, and skills, ensured strong alignment with global best practices, and strict regulatory compliance in data privacy. Group-wide Cybersecurity and Privacy training and awareness programme enhanced employees’ and vendors’ knowledge and capabilities through updated modules covering data privacy, current digital risks, and cyber threats.

Optimisation and Enhanced Investment and Policies

In addition, based on our analysis of the disclosures, companies explained that investment in the latest technology was paramount to ensure that the growing customer base was continuously met and remains well served. Optimisation and enhancement of investment was another theme for the disclosures from companies (7%). Initiatives launched by the Malaysian government such as JENDELA, which aims to accelerate digital connectivity through widespread deployment of fibre and mobile whilst exploring other fit-for-purpose technologies such as fixed wireless access (FWA) further justified and accelerated the investment in related infrastructure.

Our analysis also found that most of the companies set up a team led by a Risk Manager within the IT Department that will focus on the cyber threats. The team will continuously review the company’s cyber framework and make recommendations to the management to update their hardware or software to ensure their system is safe from cyber-attack. This cyber framework will serve as the company’s policy in safeguarding their system. The analysis also found that most of the investments made by the companies in upgrading or ensuring their system are focusing on data privacy and avoiding data leakage. The team is also responsible to provide training to the staff relating to the company’s system. Apart for that, most of the companies also ensure they will keep updating and investing in reliable hardware or software including installation of latest Antivirus programmes and Firewall. Companies pledge to continuously update their system in response to changes of customer and staff work-life behaviours. The COVID-19 pandemic has made staff work from home which force companies to maintain a safe and reliable system. Apart from that, by having a sound online system that enables staff to work from home and avoid any interruption on daily business activities with their supplier and customers. Companies also need to maintain the latest technology and safe system due to customer behaviour that has changed from the traditional method of buying by going to shop to buying online using their devices such as mobile phones and through company websites. Companies recognised the importance of updating their system and investing in the latest technology were essential to make sure they survived in the era of digitalisation and the COVID-19 pandemic.
Artificial Intelligence

The last theme was artificial intelligence. It can be defined as simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer systems (Burns et al., 2017). However, the disclosure on artificial intelligence is not much being disclosed in the annual report. Most companies did not disclose about artificial intelligence. Out of forty-nine companies that have been scrutinised, only four of them have disclosure on artificial intelligence. Basically, the disclosure stated that the company developed strategies to reinvent cybersecurity escorted with artificial intelligence (AI). The companies only mentioned in brief about artificial intelligence that has been implemented in the company in one sentence only and no further elaboration has been discussed on the implementation. This may indicate that AI have not yet morphed as one of Malaysia’s business models.

Cybersecurity-related Disclosure Levels

The third objective intends to assess how much information related to cybersecurity is disclosed by Malaysian listed companies. This study used three levels of disclosures: basic, adequate, and comprehensive. Table 4 and 5 present the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Consumer Products &amp; Services</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Media &amp; Telecom.</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>54</strong></td>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
<td><strong>45</strong></td>
<td><strong>69</strong></td>
<td><strong>190</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, this study finds most Malaysian companies disclose general and brief descriptions and explanation of cybersecurity. Table 4 shows that 139 occurrences of basic disclosures on cybersecurity or 73% (Table 5) of the total disclosures is at the basic level. However, these results indicate some disclosures contain specific information related to cybersecurity initiatives, plans and measures undertaken by companies. Such disclosures are assessed to be at the adequate level. There were 48 adequate disclosures, representing 25% of total disclosures on cybersecurity. Media and telecommunication companies co-exist with digital tools and technologies. Therefore, cybersecurity is an important matter to address by the companies. It is not surprising to see few of them provided comprehensive disclosures on cybersecurity. Those disclosures were very focused and dedicated specific section for disclosing information related to cybersecurity. Not only their disclosures were specific but also supported by financial information such as projected impact on efficiency, productivity, incurred costs and other financial implications of the cybersecurity initiatives and measures.
Table 5: Assessment of Disclosure Levels (percentage) Related to Cybersecurity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Consumer Products &amp; Services</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Media &amp; Telecommunications</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion, Limitations and Future Research

Current business environment forces companies to integrate technology into their business models. Digital tools and technologies bring many benefits such as speed up business processes and boost productivity. However, companies face higher risks due to cyber threats. This will also put stakeholders’ stake at higher risks. As part of investors’ communication, companies need to make voluntary disclosures related to cybersecurity. This study explores how Malaysian companies disclosed information related to cybersecurity in their annual reports, the themes or nature of these disclosures and the disclosure levels. This paper only focused on 4 sectors: consumer products and services, energy, technology and media and telecommunication. Content analysis was the main method for both data collection and analyses.

This study suggests that most companies disclose information related to cybersecurity under eight sections of the annual report. These sections by ranking are governance and leadership, risk management and internal control, key risks and opportunities, management report, sustainability statement, organisational capital, external environment, and performance review. Next, this study finds these voluntary disclosures are mostly related to eight (8) themes: Data Protection Act, Data Security and Data Integrity, Cyber Threats and Risks, Cybersecurity Assessment, Focus and Priority, Optimisation, Enhanced and Investment, Policies and Artificial Intelligence. In addition, most of the disclosures is at the basic level. About a quarter of the disclosures is at adequate level. Nevertheless, there are few companies with comprehensive disclosures on cybersecurity.

Companies are required to publish annual reports. Over the years, the annual reports have evolved where companies not only furnish mandatory information but also voluntary disclosures. This study contributes by providing new evidence of voluntary disclosures. It specifically offers insights into how companies disclose information related to cybersecurity, the common themes of such disclosures and how much this information is being disclosed in the annual reports. The study findings are relevant to both the preparers and users of annual reports. They can be useful indicators to preparers that disclosures related to cybersecurity are increasing and are of interests to users. This is important as technologies are embedded and integrated into the business models which expose companies to cyber threats and attacks. For users, particularly investors, disclosure on cybersecurity might be useful to them and helps investors to get bigger picture of the stability and sustainability of their investments. They may be assured by having such disclosures available in which companies describe, explain, and justify measures and initiatives to mitigate cyber risks. Other than
providers and receivers of disclosures on cybersecurity, the study findings may also be significant to regulators. The study provides regulators recent evidence on voluntary disclosures in general and disclosures on cybersecurity that can help regulators to assess current trends in voluntary disclosures and predict its future directions. Malaysia strives to keep the nation up to date with the technological advancement and implements various initiatives to facilitate business players in integrating technologies into their business models. Cybersecurity is acknowledged as the main obstacle in becoming a digitalised nation. Therefore, this study provides useful evidence related to how Malaysian public listed companies address cybersecurity. Such evidence may be relevant for the Malaysian authorities in evaluating the effectiveness of their initiatives related to cybersecurity. It can also be used as useful inputs in formulating future strategies that can help Malaysia to realise its aspiration to become a thriving digitalised nation.

This study findings are limited by several factors such as it covers only four sectors in Malaysia and the variations in coding the disclosures by researchers. Future research can include more sectors and use better instruments in analysing the data.
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